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The Strain (The Strain Trilogy Book 1)
The second novel in the addictive bestselling supernatural series begun with Dead Witch Walking. To save herself and her vampire
roommate, former bounty hunter Rachel Morgan must confront six feet of sheer supernatural seduction—the vampire master—and
dark secrets she’s hidden even from herself.
Dr. Ephraim Goodweather of the CDC decides his only hope to convince the world of the vampire epidemic spreading across
Manhattan is to find the ancient evil responsible for creating the vamps.
From the author of The Strain comes a tense, psychologically gripping, Hammet award-winning thriller. Four masked men—thieves,
rivals, and friends from the tough streets of Charlestown—take on a Boston bank at gunpoint. Holding bank manager Claire Keesey
hostage and cleaning out the vault were simple. But career criminal Doug MacRay didn't plan on one thing: falling hard for Claire.
When he tracks her down without his mask and gun, their mutual attraction is undeniable. With a tenacious FBI agent following his
every move, he imagines a life away from his gritty, dangerous work—a life centered around Claire. But before that can happen,
Doug and his crew learn that there may be a way to rob Boston's venerable baseball stadium, Fenway Park. Risky yet utterly
irresistible, it would be the perfect heist to end his criminal career and begin a new life. But, as it turns out, pursuing Claire may be
the most dangerous act of all. Racing to an explosive climax, Prince of Thieves is a brash tale of robbery in all its forms—and an
unforgettable odyssey of crime, love, ambition, and dreams.
“I wouldn’t miss a Kim Harrison book for anything.” —Charlaine Harris, author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels Black Magic
Sanction is the most complex and emotionally charged adventure yet in author Kim Harrison’s New York Times bestselling series
featuring bounty hunter-witch Rachel Morgan. A spellbinding story set once again Cleveland’s vampire, demon, and other
supernatural beings-infested Hollows, Black Magic Sanction has the intrepid Rachel trapped in a life-or-death battle against her own
kind in a sensational urban fantasy that shows why Kim Harrison deservedly stands in the superstar ranks alongside Charlaine
Harris, Jim Butcher, and Laurell K. Hamilton.
Black Magic Sanction
The fall
The Strain TV Tie-in Edition
The Strain LP
In the riveting conclusion to the New York Times best-selling vampire trilogy, a ragtag network of humans--Eph, a brilliant scientist;
Vasiliy Fet, an exterminator; and Gus, a former gangbanger--are determined to disrupt and destroy the vampire new world order.
When a Boeing 777 lands at JFK International Airport and goes dark on the runway, the Center for Disease Control, fearing a
terrorist attack, calls in Dr. Ephraim Goodweather and his team of expert biological-threat first responders. Only an elderly
pawnbroker from Spanish Harlem suspects a darker purpose behind the event - an ancient threat intent on covering mankind in
darkness. In one week, Manhattan will be gone. In one month, the country. In two months - the world.
Last week they invaded Manhattan. . . . This week they will destroy the world. The vampiric virus is spreading and soon will envelop
the globe. Amid the chaos, Eph Goodweather—head of the Centers for Disease Control's team—leads a band of survivors determined
to put an end to these bloodthirsty monsters. But it may already be too late. Powerless and vulnerable, caught in the middle of a
war between Old and New World vampires, humans find themselves no longer the consumers but the consumed. And an ancient
text containing the vampires' darkest secrets will control the fate of us all.
Two years after the Master's plan succeeded and near apocalypse coated the world in eternal darkness. Now able to roam freely,
the Master's legion of vampires rule the world--a horrifying police state where humans are harvested for blood. As humanity
despairs, Dr. Ephraim Goodweather and an unlikely team of heroes continue their fight against extinction and hope to unlock the
secret to the Master's demise. Collects The Strain: The Night Eternal #1-6.
The Strain Volume 2
13 Bullets
Book One of the Strain Trilogy
The Night Eternal

Anita Blake, who is having relationship problems of her own with her first female lover, has an unforgettable experience when she
agrees to help her good friend, werewolf Jason Schuyler, handle his bisexual lover.
London's dockside is threatened by the twin terrors of a plague leaving bodies covered in tentacles and a slasher killing women in the
night. Desperate for answers after the wrong man is executed for the murders, a group of Londoners holds a séance to contract the
supposed killer, and his story of a girl born of the sea who has brought a terrible curse only brings them more questions. Mike Mignola
and Troy Nixey's acclaimed standalone series is colored for the first time by Eisner Award winner Dave Stewart. Collects Jenny Finn
#1-#4 and bonus sketchbook material
At New York’s JFK Airport, an arriving Boeing 777 taxiing along a runway suddenly stops dead. All the shades have been drawn, all
communication channels have mysteriously gone quiet. Dr. Eph Goodweather, head of a CDC rapid-response team investigating
biological threats, boards the darkened plane—–and what he finds makes his blood run cold. A terrifying contagion has come to the
unsuspecting city, an unstoppable plague that will spread like all-consuming wildfire—–lethal, merciless, hungry . . . vampiric. And in a
pawnshop in Spanish Harlem, an aged Holocaust survivor knows that the war he has been dreading his entire life is finally here. In
one week, Manhattan will be gone. In one month, the country. In two months . . . the world.
Vampires have always lived in Eastern Europe. But with the fall of the Soviet Union, they began to spread across the continent, then
the world, turning whole populations into vampires--or human cattle. Having overrun India, the far East, and the great cities of North
and South America, the forces of Night are now spreading into the countryside to consolidate their conquest. In a town on the New
Jersey shore, the vampires have just arrived, along with their human henchmen, the cowboys, who round up human cattle for the
overlords in return for the promise of eternal life---later. For the vampires wish only a few of their own kind to rule, and feed. The rest of
humanity are to be helpless herds, the source of the blood of life. Falsely accused of abuse, Father Dan is drunk in a basement waiting
for the end. His superior has betrayed the local Catholic congregation and become a vampire. Sister Carolyn has become a formidable
killer of cowboys and vampires. Dan's niece, escaped from the conquest of New York, has made her way south to find him. Brought
together by Rabbi Zev Wolpin, who is shaken by the vampires' fear of the cross and holy water, they plan their resistance. Against all
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odds, they discover that there just might be a way for humanity to really fight back. But first they will have to kill the vampire king of
New York. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Strain: Part 1, Sections 1 to 6 inclusive
Out of Oz
Beloved
The Stand
A monumentally devastating plague leaves only a few survivors who, while experiencing dreams of a battle between good and
evil, move toward an actual confrontation as they migrate to Boulder, Colorado.
The visionary creator of the Academy Award-winning Pan's Labyrinth and a Hammett Award-winning author bring their
imaginations to this bold, epic novel about a horrifying battle between man and vampire that threatens all humanity. It is the
first installment in a thrilling trilogy and an extraordinary international publishing event. The Strain They have always been
here. Vampires. In secret and in darkness. Waiting. Now their time has come. In one week, Manhattan will be gone. In one
month, the country. In two months̶the world. A Boeing 777 arrives at JFK and is on its way across the tarmac, when it
suddenly stops dead. All window shades are pulled down. All lights are out. All communication channels have gone quiet.
Crews on the ground are lost for answers, but an alert goes out to the CDC. Dr. Eph Goodweather, head of their Canary project, a
rapid-response team that investigates biological threats, gets the call and boards the plane. What he finds makes his blood run
cold. In a pawnshop in Spanish Harlem, a former professor and survivor of the Holocaust named Abraham Setrakian knows
something is happening. And he knows the time has come, that a war is brewing . . . So begins a battle of mammoth
proportions as the vampiric virus that has infected New York begins to spill out into the streets. Eph, who is joined by Setrakian
and a motley crew of fighters, must now find a way to stop the contagion and save his city̶a city that includes his wife and
son̶before it is too late.
From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a captivating thriller about a deadly extraterrestrial
microorganism, which threatens to annihilate human life. Five prominent biophysicists have warned the United States
government that sterilization procedures for returning space probes may be inadequate to guarantee uncontaminated re-entry
to the atmosphere. Two years later, a probe satellite falls to the earth and lands in a desolate region of northeastern Arizona.
Nearby, in the town of Piedmont, bodies lie heaped and flung across the ground, faces locked in frozen surprise. What could
cause such shock and fear? The terror has begun, and there is no telling where it will end.
Iraq War veteran Neal Maven gets involved with dangerous big-time drug dealers in Boston when he accepts a job from fellow
veteran Brad Royce.
Book Two of the Strain Trilogy
The Final Volume in the Wicked Years
Jason
The Andromeda Strain
Unable to kill the Master—the powerful vampire behind the epidemic infesting New York City, Dr. Ephraim
Goodweather begins to self-destruct as battle lines are drawn. It's now up to a handful of humans, an
ailing pawnbroker, an exterminator, a scientist, a gangbanger, and an alcoholic, to stop an ancient evil
from devouring the human race! This collection includes issues #1–#4 of the acclaimed series and the
short story featured in Dark Horse Presents. * Soon to be a TV show on FX! * The Strain Trilogy
continues with THE FALL!
The first book in the Laura Caxton Vampire series from the author of the Monster Island trilogy. All the
official reports say that vampires are dead--extinct since the late ’80s, when FBI agent Arkeley
defeated the last vampire in a fight that nearly killed him. But when state trooper Laura Caxton calls
the FBI looking for help in the middle of the night, Arkeley is unsurprised to hear that it sounds like
a vampire attack. He’s been expecting such a call to come eventually. Sure, it has been years since any
signs of an attack, but Arkeley knows what most people don’t: there is one left. In an abandoned asylum
she is rotting, plotting, and biding her time in a way that only the undead can. Laura Caxton is out of
her league on this case and more than a little afraid. Arkeley made it clear there is only one way out.
The worst thing is the feeling that the vampires want more than just her blood. They want her for a
reason, one she can’t guess; a reason her sphinxlike partner knows but won’t say; a reason she has to
find out-or die trying.
“Maguire’s work is melodic, symphonic, and beautiful; it is dejected and biting and brave. How great
that people flock to these magical novels.” —Los Angeles Times Book Review Bestselling author Gregory
Maguire’s remarkable series, The Wicked Years, comes full circle with this, his fourth and final
excursion across a darker, richer, more complex landscape of “the magical land of Oz.” Out of Oz
brilliantly reimagines L. Frank Baum’s world over the rainbow as wracked with social unrest—placing
Glinda the good witch under house arrest and having the cowardly Lion on the lam from the law as the
Emerald City prepares to make war on Munchkinland. Even Dorothy makes a triumphant return in Maguire’s
magnificent Oz finale—tying up every loose green end of the series he began with his classic Wicked, the
basis for the smash hit Broadway musical.
Discover the incredible art behind Guillermo del Toro’s much anticipated TV series The Strain, FX and
cable television's newest #1 television series. Based on Guillermo del Toro and Chuck Hogan’s bestselling book trilogy, The Strain is a high-concept thriller that tells the story of Dr. Ephraim
Goodweather (Corey Stoll), the head of the Center for Disease Control Canary Team in New York City. He
and his team are called upon to investigate a mysterious viral outbreak with all the hallmarks of an
ancient and evil strain of vampirism. As the strain spreads, Eph, his team, and an assembly of everyday
New Yorkers battle to control the fate of humanity itself. The Art of The Strain will delve into the
amazing design work that went into creating this chilling TV series, including del Toro’s own designs
for the menacing beings that pose a threat to humanity’s survival. The book will also feature interviews
with key members of the cast and crew and tell the full story of this unique production. Filled with
stunning concept art and candid behind-the-scenes imagery, The Art of The Strain will be the perfect
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accompaniment to this year’s most exciting new television show.
The Strain
The Fall
The Strain Volume 5: The Night Eternal
The Strain: Mister Quinlan--Vampire Hunter

In one week, Manhattan will be gone. In one month, the country. In two months . . . the world. At New York's JFK Airport an arriving
Boeing 777 taxiing along a runway suddenly stops dead. All the shades have been drawn, all communication channels have mysteriously
gone quiet. Dr. Eph Goodweather, head of a CDC rapid-response team investigating biological threats, boards the darkened plane . . . and
what he finds makes his blood run cold. A terrifying contagion has come to the unsuspecting city, an unstoppable plague that will spread
like an all-consuming wildfire—lethal, merciless, hungry . . . vampiric. And in a pawnshop in Spanish Harlem an aged Holocaust survivor
knows that the war he has been dreading his entire life is finally here . . .
The StrainHarper Collins
A vast conspiracy has made it nearly impossible for the CDC's Dr. Ephraim Goodweather to convince the world that there's a vampiric
epidemic spreading across Manhattan. His only hope is to go head to head with the ancient evil responsible for the wave of bloodthirsty
vamps set to drown the Big Apple... but can the strain be stopped?! * Based on the trilogy of novels by Guillermo del Toro and Chuck
Hogan. * Soon to be an FX TV show!
The tension-filled sequel to The Strain, from the world-famous director whose films include Pan's Labyrinthe and Hellboy.
Night Eternal
Devils in Exile
The fall. #3
Book Three of the Strain Trilogy
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted persistently by the ghost of the
dead baby girl whom she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. 25,000 first printing.
This title delves into the amazing design work that went into creating this chilling TV series, including del Toro's own designs for the
menacing beings that pose a threat to humanity's survival.
A horrific crime that defies explanation, a rookie FBI agent in uncharted territory, and an extraordinary hero for the ages: an investigation
spirals out of control in this heart-pounding thriller. Odessa Hardwicke's life is derailed when she's forced to turn her gun on her partner,
Walt Leppo, a decorated FBI agent who turns suddenly, inexplicably violent while apprehending a rampaging murderer. The shooting,
justified by self-defense, shakes the young FBI agent to her core. Devastated, Odessa is placed on desk leave pending a full investigation.
But what most troubles Odessa isn't the tragedy itself -- it's the shadowy presence she thought she saw fleeing the deceased agent's
body after his death. Questioning her future with the FBI and her sanity, Hardwicke accepts a low-level assignment to clear out the
belongings of a retired agent in the New York office. What she finds there will put her on the trail of a mysterious figure named Hugo
Blackwood, a man of enormous means who claims to have been alive for centuries, and who is either an unhinged lunatic, or humanity's
best and only defense against unspeakable evil. From the authors who brought you The Strain Trilogy comes a strange, terrifying, and
darkly wondrous world of suspense, mystery, and literary horror. The Hollow Ones is a chilling, spell-binding tale, a hauntingly original
new fable from Academy Award-winning director Guillermo del Toro and bestselling author Chuck Hogan featuring their most fascinating
character yet.
The high-concept thriller with a supernatural edge from the world-famous director, whose films include Pan’s Labyrinth and Hellboy.
The Killing Moon
Midnight Mass
The Complete Strain Trilogy: The Strain, The Fall, The Night Eternal
The Art of the Strain

Unable to kill the Master—the powerful vampire behind the epidemic infesting New York City, Dr. Ephraim Goodweather
begins to self-destruct as battle lines are drawn. It's now up to a handful of humans, an ailing pawnbroker, an
exterminator, a scientist, a gangbanger, and an alcoholic, to stop an ancient evil from devouring the human race! This
collection includes issues #1–#4 of the acclaimed series and the short story featured inDark Horse Presents. * Soon to be
a TV show on FX! * The Strain Trilogy continues with THE FALL!
“The most credible and frightening of all the vampire books of the past decade.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Bram Stoker
meets Stephen King meets Michael Crichton. It just doesn’t get much better than this.” —Nelson DeMille The stunning
New York Times bestselling vampire saga that author Dan Simmons (Drood, The Terror) calls, “an unholy spawn of I Am
Legend out of ‘Salem’s Lot,” concludes with The Night Eternal. The magnificent, if monstrously warped brainchild of
cinematic horror master Guillermo del Toro (Pan’s Labyrinth, Hellboy) and Chuck Hogan—whose novel Prince of Thieves,
was praised as, “one of the 10 best books of the year” by Stephen King—The Night Eternal begins where The Strain and
The Fall left off: with the last remnants of humankind enslaved by the vampire masters in a world forever shrouded by
nuclear winter. Still, a small band of the living fights on in the shadows, in the final book of the ingenious dark fantasy
trilogy that Newsweek says is, “good enough to make us break that vow to swear off vampire stories.”
CAPTURE THE BENEFITS OF EARTH'S SUPERFOODS Looking for a quick, flavorful and nutritious way to stay
youthful and healthy? The Green Smoothies Diet provides the perfect solution! Green smoothies are the best way to
power up your body and supercharge your health in just minutes a day. Packing a tasty, nutrient-filled punch in every sip,
these ultrahealthy smoothies pair leafy green vegetables with delicious, antioxidant-rich fruits. Discover how green
smoothies help you: •Lose Weight •Detoxify the Body •Increase Energy •Fight Heart Disease •Prevent Diabetes &
Certain Cancers •Boost the Immune System •Make Skin and Hair Beautiful Features easy-to-make recipes like: •Rad
Raspberry Radicchio •Black Kale Blackberry Brew •Red Pepper Mint Julep •Grapefruit Cilantro Booster •Big Black
Cabbage Cocktail
A violent murder casts suspicions on the unsavory members of a small Massachusetts community's police force as well
as its newest member, a returned citizen with a shadowy past who engaged in unusual investigative activities during his
off hours. By the author of Prince of Thieves. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
The Natural Program for Extraordinary Health
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Dune (Movie Tie-In)
Book One of The Strain Trilogy
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet
and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his most unexpected destiny.
"This volume collects the comic book series The Strain: The night eternal #1-#12 and "A man of refined tastes,"
originally published in Free Comic Book Day 2015, from Dark Horse Comics."--Title page verso.
Last week they invaded Manhattan. This week they will destroy the world. The vampiric virus is spreading and soon will
envelop the globe. Amid the chaos, Eph Goodweather—head of the Centers for Disease Control's team—leads a band
out to stop these bloodthirsty monsters. But it may be too late. Ignited by the Master's horrific plan, a war has erupted
between Old and New World vampires. Caught between these warring forces, powerless and vulnerable, humans find
themselves no longer the consumers but the consumed. At the center of the conflict lies an ancient text that contains
the vampires' entire history . . . and their darkest secrets. Whoever finds the book can control the outcome of the war
and, ultimately, the fate of us all.
“Part The Andromeda Strain, part Night of the Living Dead.” —Salon.com The visionary creator of the Academy Awardwinning Pan's Labyrinth and a Hammett Award-winning author bring their imaginations to this bold, epic novel about a
horrifying battle between man and vampire that threatens all humanity. The first installment in a thrilling trilogy. A
Boeing 777 arrives at JFK and is on its way across the tarmac, when it suddenly stops dead. All window shades are
pulled down. All lights are out. All communication channels have gone quiet. Crews on the ground are lost for answers,
but an alert goes out to the CDC. Dr. Eph Goodweather, head of their Canary project, a rapid-response team that
investigates biological threats, gets the call and boards the plane. What he finds makes his blood run cold. In a
pawnshop in Spanish Harlem, a former professor and survivor of the Holocaust named Abraham Setrakian knows
something is happening. And he knows the time has come, that a war is brewing . . . So begins a battle of mammoth
proportions as the vampiric virus that has infected New York begins to spill out into the streets. Eph, who is joined by
Setrakian and a motley crew of fighters, must now find a way to stop the contagion and save his city—a city that
includes his wife and son—before it is too late. An epic battle for survival begins between man and vampire in The
Strain—the first book in a heart-stopping trilogy from one of Hollywood’s most inventive storytellers and a critically
acclaimed thriller writer. Guillermo del Toro, the genius director of the Academy Award-winning Pan’s Labyrinth and
Hellboy, and Hammett Award-winning author Chuck Hogan have joined forces to boldly reinvent the vampire novel.
Brilliant, blood-chilling, and unputdownable, The Strain is a nightmare of the first order.
The Strain Volume 3 The Fall
The Good, the Bad, and the Undead
Prince of Thieves
A Novel

Mr. Quinlan, a product of a hellish vampiric ritual gone wrong, seeks to destroy the Master, the powerful vampire who
sired him. After he is forced into hiding in the ancient Roman hillsides, he is captured and raised in the arenas as a
gladiator. Winning his freedom as a champion against the will of the emperor, Mr. Quinlan is smuggled to Africa to battle
foreign hordes. He must survive long enough to carry out his mission--but then his target begins hunting him. Acclaimed
comics writer David Lapham traces the dark origin tale of the popular character from the television series The Strain. This
volume collects issues #1-#5 of The Strain: Mr. Quinlan.
The Hollow Ones
Green Smoothies Diet
Jenny Finn
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